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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The invention relates to: an elastic composite twisted yarn in which a shrinkable yarn obtained by inserting a
covered elastic yarn having contractibility into one of two or more low shrinkable yarns and the other low shrinkable yarn
are twisted together to be combined; a method for preparing the elastic composite twisted yarn; and a pile fiber product,
such as various floor coverings formed of pile fabric and the like represented by a carpet or dust control mat, or an
interior trim for an automotive such as a carpet and a mat for a trunk, or the like, in which the elastic composite twisted
yarn is used.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] Examples of representative products using pile fabric including a cut pile include various floor coverings such
as a carpet, dust control mat, or the like (tuft, Wilton, Axminster, and sewing machine tuft), and an interior automotive
trim. Various pile yarns have been used for these products, but recently, two or three multi-filament yarns formed of a
thermoplastic synthetic fiber material, such as polyester, polypropylene, nylon, and the like, have been frequently used.
It has been commonly implemented to combine and twist these plurality of multi-filament yarns or to subject multi-filament
fibers to interlacing processing. In this case, two or three strands of yarn having different colors or the same color are
usually used, but the same material basically having common workability or appropriate for a texture of a desired floor
covering is generally used.
[0003] In this case, in order to obtain excellent functions, physical properties and the like found in a spun yarn, it has
been considered to mix a fiber formed of another kind of synthetic resin having benefits of the spun yarn. For example,
according to Japanese Patent Application Laid-Open No. 61-132651 (Patent Document 1), for the purpose of providing
a method for preparing a large interlaced composite yarn having both durability and bulk retention properties due to
abundant bulk properties and a uniform form of yarn, an interlaced composite yarn is prepared. The interlaced composite
yarn is prepared by subjecting at least one fiber yarn which has a single fiber fineness of 5.56 dtex (5 d) or more and a
total of 555 dtex (denier of 500 d) or more and at least one crimp-processed yarn in the combined yarn state to fluid
interlacing treatment, drawing the corresponding yarn at a draw ratio of 1.05 times or more, and subsequently performing
relaxation treatment. Here, examples of the crimp-processed yarn include an extrusion processed yarn, an asymmetric
heating friction processed yarn, a forming-processed yarn (knit de knit), a false twist-processed yarn (including yarn
which is twisted, thermally set, and untwisted), a crimped yarn by abrasion, a composite crimped yarn (potentially crimped
yarn), a DTY yarn (yarn obtained by subjecting an undrawn yarn spun at high speed to draw false twist processing),
and the like.
[0004] Further, for example, Japanese Patent Application Laid-Open No. 06-10225 (Patent Document 2), discloses
a composite yarn in which one or more strands of spun yarn, having parallel bundles in most of the single fiber bundles
substantially forming a core and being partially fasciated by winding the single fiber to the fiber bundles of the core, are
aligned with at least one filament yarn to be combined and then twisted to obtain a twisted yarn. In the composite yarn,
it is preferred that the filament yarn has a thermal shrinkage ratio or a ratio of expansion and contraction higher than
that of the spun yarn.
[0005] The composite yarns thus obtained are collected with filament yarns to be a combined yarn while a fasciated
spun yarn is formed. Thus, the composite yarns may restrain the filament yarns without impairing thermal shrinkage
characteristics or shrinkage characteristics of the filament yarns and prevent yarns from being cut due to missing fibers
during a yarn twisting operation and a spinning and weaving operation. Since the composite yarns have both rough and
hard texture and bulky texture, not only a yarn for a general knitted fabric but also a yarn with a unique texture to be
used for a pile fabric, a carpet, a nap-raised fabric and the like can be obtained.
[0006] WO 2008/130563 A1 relates to elastic composite yarns and woven fabrics made therefrom. Composite yarns
have a filamentary core provided with at least one elastic performance filament and at least one inelastic control filament.
A fibrous sheath, preferably formed from spun staple fibers, surrounds the filamentary core, preferably substantially
along the entire length thereof. The at least one elastic performance filament most preferably includes a spandex and/or
a lastol filament. The at least one inelastic control filament is most preferably formed of a textured polymer or copolymer
of a polyamide, a polyester, a polyolefin and mixtures thereof.
[0007] WO 2005/042816 A1 relates to ply-twisted yarn and cut-resistant fabric for use in articles of protective clothing.
The fabric is cut resistant and form fitting by virtue of cut-resistant synthetic fibers, inorganic fibers and elastomeric fibers
being combined in a particular manner.
[0008] JP H02 14033 A describes the production of conjugate yarn having stretchability. A continuous filament yarn
having stretchability to be crimped is shaped of first twisting, and is passed through feeding device and small diameter
part of front top roller with keeping a first twisted state, then jointed with short fiber fleece and twisted by a spinning
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machine. A feeding speed of the short fiber fleece at the twisting is larger than the speed of the filament yarn and the
twisting direction in the spinning machine is reverse to direction of first twisting of the filament yarn.

PRIOR ART DOCUMENT

PATENT DOCUMENTS

[0009]

Patent Document 1: Japanese Patent Application Laid-Open No. 61-132651
Patent Document 2: Japanese Patent Application Laid-Open No. 06-10225

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

PROBLEMS TO BE SOLVED BY THE INVENTION

[0010] However, for the composite yarn proposed by Patent Document 1, most of the bulkiness of the yarn depends
on crimp-processed yarns. Thus, in the process of preparing the composite yarn, tension and thermal shrinkage are
repeated at all times in most cases. Even if some of the raw material yarns of the composite yarn have been subjected
to crimp processing, the form produced by the crimp processing previously performed easily collapses due to repetitions
of heating and cooling during the dyeing process, drying process, or the like, or tension and relaxation during the yarn
twisting process, winding process, and further the drawing process, and the like. Accordingly, it is difficult to recover the
fiber form imparted by the crimp processing at a 1.00° level. This is one of the reasons why the sales expansion of
polypropylene fibers and polyester fibers which are expected to be one of main raw materials for floor coverings is
hindered.
[0011] Meanwhile, in the composite yarn proposed by Patent Document 2, the composite yarn itself has bulkiness but
an extremely strong rough and hard texture in some cases as described in Patent Document 2. Particularly, when used
as a pile yarn of a pile product such as various floor coverings, an interior automotive trim, and the like, the composite
yarn is not appropriate in terms of texture. Moreover, when fiber yarns used depend only on a bulky texture caused by
a general yarn prepared from a general thermoplastic synthetic fiber or a crimp-processed fiber, contractibility or stretch
properties by the yarns is insufficient for the reason as described above, and a feel of expansion or texture and an elastic
recovery index when a pile product is prepared may not be expected very much.
[0012] For these reasons, the composite yarns disclosed in Patent Document 1 and Patent Document 2 do not meet
the volume requirements needed particularly for floor coverings, and the beauty of the appearance also tends to dete-
riorate.
[0013] In particular, with respect to polypropylene or polyester, which is one of the main raw materials of a yarn for
floor covering, the trend is apparent and the same phenomenon occurs in other synthetic fibers even though there is a
difference in degree.
[0014] Further, from the viewpoint of design characteristics, the form of yarn subjected to a so-called freeze processing
of curve-fixing all of the processed yarn in the form of waves during the thermal setting forms a market which is differ-
entiated from a generally processed yarn. However, even in the freeze-processed yarn, a two-dimensional wave shape
is mechanically imparted to a linear multi-filament yarn and the shape is memorized during the thermal setting. Due to
repetitive tension added while being subjected to subsequent various processes, a shape to be recovered easily declines
as in the generally crimped yarn described above, a two-dimensional wave shape fixed during the thermal setting is also
easily collapsed. Accordingly, not only design characteristics but also bulkiness are gradually affected, and as a result,
a soft feel does not last long.
[0015] The invention has been made in an effort to solve the problems in the related art. An object of the invention is
to develop: an elastic composite twisted yarn, especially a pile yarn to be used in floor coverings, which drastically
reduces decline in the crimp, adds beauty of the appearance, has a swelling property and soft texture, has excellent
recoverability to immediately return to the original shape even when the bulkiness is temporarily decreased by intensely
applying pressure repeatedly over a long period, always maintains voluminousness, and has excellent elasticity and
design characteristics; a method for preparing the elastic composite twisted yarn; and a high-quality pile fiber product
using the elastic composite twisted yarn.

MEANS FOR SOLVING THE PROBLEMS

[0016] The object is achieved by an elastic composite twisted yarn which is characterized to include, as a basic
configuration of the invention, at least a covered elastic yarn in which a core yarn, formed of an elastic yarn having self-
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stretchability is covered by a sheath yarn formed of a thermoplastic multi-filament, and two or more low stretch yarns
including first and second low stretch yarns having lower stretchability than the covered elastic yarn and formed of an
endless thermoplastic multi-filament yarn or a thermoplastic spun yarn. The elastic composite twisted yarn is formed by
inserting the covered elastic yarn into the first low stretch yarn in an untwisted combined yarn state whereby the covered
elastic yarn drawn to a predetermined length is aligned to the first low stretch yarn and twisting the second low stretch
yarn and the first low stretch yarn with the covered elastic yarn inserted. In the elastic composite twisted yarn, a plurality
of micro-loops having different diameters and formed of a constituent single filament of the sheath yarn, which appears
during relaxation of the covered elastic yarn by a contractile force, protruding from the core yarn in the diameter direction
is incorporated into constituent single filaments of the first and second low stretch yarns and thermally set.
[0017] According to a preferred embodiment, the core yarn of the covered elastic yarn is a polyurethane yarn or a
crimp-processed yarn. Further, as the core yarn, other than the polyurethane yarn, for example, a natural or synthetic
rubber yarn, a thermoplastic elastomer yarn, and the like may be used. In addition, it is preferred that the sheath yarn
of the covered elastic yarn and the first and second low stretch yarns are a multi-filament formed of the same or different
material (s), and it is more preferred that two or more strands of the covered elastic yarns are inserted into the first low
stretch yarn. Furthermore, it is preferred that the thermoplastic multi-filament is formed of any one of polypropylene,
polyester and polyamide, or a combination of them, but may be composed of another thermoplastic synthetic fiber.
[0018] Further, it is preferred that the fineness of one filament constituting the sheath yarn is equivalent to or less than
that of a single filament constituting the first and second low stretch yarns. In addition, the number of twists of the elastic
composite twisted yarn as a final product after the thermal setting is preferably between 48 and 430 times/m.
[0019] In addition, the elastic composite twisted yarn is efficiently prepared by the following method for preparing the
elastic composite twisted yarn according the invention.
[0020] That is, the basic sequence of the method for preparing the elastic composite twisted yarn according to the
invention is characterized to include: providing a cable twister and aligning at least one strand of covered elastic yarn
under tension, which is obtained by covering a core yarn formed of an elastic yarn having a self-stretchability with a
sheath yarn formed of a thermoplastic multi-filament, with a first low stretch yarn formed of an endless thermoplastic
multi-filament yarn or a thermoplastic spun yarn and winding a rotation member of the cable twister which intermittently
rotates in one direction with the strands at a predetermined length to pass the strands through a rotatable yarn guiding
member of the cable twister such as, for example, a spindle which is disposed adjacent to the rotation member and to
draw the strands toward a cording point disposed on the upper side; accommodating a second low stretch yarn formed
of an endless thermoplastic multi-filament yarn or a thermoplastic spun yarn in a fixed pot of the cable twister disposed
at an upper portion of the rotation member; taking the corresponding second low stretch yarn out to be drawn toward
the upper cording point from the center of the pot; twisting and combining a combined yarn of the covered elastic yarn
and the first low stretch yarn drawn upwardly with a second low stretch yarn drawn upwardly from the shaft center of
the pot while forming a balloon between the rotatable yarn guiding member and the cording point; winding the composite
twisted yarn which has passed through the cording point; and relaxing the wound composite twisted yarn, followed by
thermal setting.
[0021] Here, the elastic composite twisted yarn according to the invention may be prepared by continuously performing
a twisted yarn processing using a single yarn twister, but may also be prepared by individually performing each of the
above-described sequences and appropriately combining the sequences after each sequence is performed as long as
the sequence may be performed without considering the rationality.
[0022] The method for preparing the elastic composite twisted yarn preferably includes adjusting, by the rotation
member, tension of the covered elastic yarn and the first low stretch yarn, which are wound around the rotation member
to be in a combined yarn state, and adjusting tension of the second low stretch yarn drawn from the inside of the pot
between the pot and the cording point. The elastic composite twisted yarn thus obtained is optimally used as a pile yarn
of a pile fiber product. The representative products of the pile fiber product include various floor coverings or an interior
automotive trim as descried above, but may be of course applied to other products.

EFFECT OF THE INVENTION

[0023] The elastic composite twisted yarn according to the invention is wound around a cheese after twisting a combined
yarn and second low stretch yarn, which is one of the first and second stretch yarns, while maintaining the tension state
of the combined yarn. The combined yarn is obtained by causing at least two covered elastic yarns, which include a
core yarn in a state that an elastic yarn having a self-stretchability is drawn at a required draw ratio and include a sheath
yarn in which a thermoplastic synthetic multi-filament yarn is wound around the core yarn, to be aligned with and inserted
into a first low stretch yarn, which is one strand of first and second low stretch yarns. Subsequently, thermal setting is
performed while the elastic composite twisted yarn wound around the cheese is released and simultaneously relaxed.
[0024] During the previous yarn twisting process of subjecting the elastic composite twisted yarn to thermal setting in
this way, the sheath yarn formed of a plurality of low-stretch multi-filaments in the covered elastic yarn is repeatedly
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tensioned and relaxed by adjustment of tension caused by an intermittent rotation of the rotation member and twisting
caused by ballooning, and thus an elastic yarn as a core yarn shrinks during the relaxation. While shrinking, a constituent
single yarn of the sheath yarn formed of the multi-filament wound around the core yarn forms a plurality of micro loops
in a variety of sizes according to the longitudinal direction of the core yarn and randomly extends in a diameter direction
from the core yarn as a center. In this case, the core yarn of the covered elastic yarn formed of the core yarn and the
sheath yarn is not completely buried in the core of the sheath yarn, and a portion exposed to the outside of the sheath
yarn is locally present. Meanwhile, during the relaxation in the yarn twisting process, the first low stretch yarn which is
a constituent yarn of the combined yarn is also slackened in a relaxed state. During the relaxation, the micro loops of
the covered elastic yarn and the slackened portion of a constituent single yarn of the first low stretch yarn are entangled.
Further, if twisting the combined yarn and the second low stretch yarn is initiated at a cording point (joint point), the micro
loops of the covered elastic yarn could also be entangled with the constituent single yarn of the second low stretch yarn
and combined with each other.
[0025] During the repetition of relaxation and tension in the yarn twisting process, the covered elastic yarn, which is
one of constituent yarns of the combined yarn, is repeatedly stretched and single fibers of multi-filament, which are
constituent yarns of the covered elastic yarn and the first and second low stretch yarns, are locally entangled with each
other to be combined. The shape of the yarn is fixed by the subsequent relaxation and thermal setting, and thus the
elastic composite twisted yarn of the invention, which is a complete yarn after the thermal setting, is stretched and shrinks
in response to the stretch and shrinkage of the covered elastic yarn. In this case, only the covered elastic yarn without
the first and second low stretch yarns does not shrink alone, three yarns behave as one body, and the first and second
low stretch yarns greatly stretch following the stretching of the covered elastic yarn. As a result, when cut piles are
formed by cutting, for example, pile tips of a pile fiber product which uses the elastic composite twisted yarn of the
invention as a pile yarn, the entire cut tips shrink together in response to the shrinkage of the elastic yarn.
[0026] Here, if a difference in thermal shrinkage ratios between the first low stretch yarn and the second low stretch
yarn occurs, for example, the first low stretch yarn greatly shrinks during the thermal setting, such that the first low stretch
yarn and the second low stretch yarn tend to become a core and a sheath, respectively, and thus the entire elastic
composite twisted yarn presents a shape close to a three-dimensional coil. For that reason, the cut pile yarn in a relaxed
state entirely shrinks in a longitudinal direction without leaving only the first and second low stretch yarns at the cut end
and becomes fluffy to have a bent and/or twisty shape. Accordingly, the elastic recovery ratio is significantly improved
compared to a pile caused by a pile yarn in the related art.
[0027] That is, a floor covering or interior automotive trim according to the invention using the elastic composite twisted
yarn has a level of elastic recovery force, which may not be expected from the same kind of product in the related art,
and the level of elastic recovery force is maintained over a long period. Thus, floor coverings, which are difficult to
collapse even when repeated pressure from above is applied and where the depression is not conspicuous, may be
obtained. Furthermore, in addition to bulkiness resulting from the form of a yarn having a three-dimensional coil shape
which the elastic composite twisted yarn according to the invention itself has, a beautiful and peculiar product expression
may be obtained and high design properties may also be obtained.
[0028] As a result, in various floor coverings of a tuft carpet or pile carpet or an interior automotive trim, which may
be obtained by using the elastic composite twisted yarn of the invention being used as a pile yarn or a cut pile yarn,
bulkiness or voluminousness, which may not be obtained from floor coverings using a pile yarn or a cut pile yarn in the
related art, may be obtained. Accordingly, a same level of volume can be obtained even though a weight per unit is
reduced compared to that in the related art, and thus the resource savings and the ecology which are required under
the modern economy are achieved.
[0029] Here, two or more strands of the covered elastic yarn which follow the first low stretch yarn are advantageous
in that the contact area with the first and second low stretch yarns may be increased, and as a result, the multi-filament
which is a covered yarn of the covered elastic yarn and the multi-filament of the first and second low stretch yarns may
be frequently entangled and combined many times.
[0030] Further, the specific configuration and operational effects of the elastic composite twisted yarn according to
the invention, the method for preparing the elastic composite twisted yarn, and a pile fiber product using the elastic
composite twisted yarn will be described in more detail with reference to embodiments of the invention being described
below.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0031]

FIG. 1 is a partial three-dimensional view schematically illustrating a structural example of a covered elastic yarn
which is one of original yarns of the elastic composite twisted yarn according to the invention at the time of initiating
relaxation.
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FIG. 2 is a partial three-dimensional view schematically illustrating a construction example of the covered elastic
yarn while shrinking.
FIG. 3 is a partial three-dimensional view schematically illustrating a structural example of the elastic composite
twisted yarn according to the invention at the time of initiating relaxation.
FIG. 4 is a partial three-dimensional view schematically illustrating a structural example of the elastic composite
twisted yarn according to the invention while shrinking.
FIG. 5 is a front view illustrating an example of an apparatus for preparing the elastic composite twisted yarn according
to the invention and an example of the preparation sequence.

MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

[0032] In the invention, main characteristics of the elastic composite twisted yarn are in the following five points.

1. In twisting a filament yarn which is generally used in carpets and an interior automotive trim, a highly elastic yarn
having self-stretchability, such as a polyurethane yarn, a textured yarn having high bulkiness, and the like, is added
to the filament yarns.
The textured yarn mentioned herein is a processed yarn having high self-stretchability, which has bulkiness higher
than stretchability of the first and second low stretch yarns in the invention.
2. The highly elastic yarn is not, for example, a polyurethane yarn alone, but a covered elastic yarn having a
polyurethane yarn as a core yarn which is covered with polypropylene, polyester, nylon, and the like serving as a
sheath yarn.
3. The sheath yarn covering the highly elastic yarn being a core yarn is preferably white having high transparency
or has the same color system as the main raw material in terms of dyeability, and the like.
4. The first and second low stretch yarns are preferably formed of the same material as the sheath yarn of the
covered elastic yarn, and the material is preferably any one of polypropylene, polyester, and nylon. The covered
elastic yarn is combined with the first low stretch yarn to produce a combined yarn. The second low stretch yarn is
solely used to be twisted with the combined yarn.
5. The combined yarn of the covered elastic yarn and the first low stretch yarn is in a state that shrinkage is caused
by heat, and the like after a covered elastic yarn is inserted.

[0033] Hereinafter, the invention will be described in detail with reference to the accompanying drawings based on
representative embodiments.
[0034] FIGS. 1 and 2 schematically illustrate a structural example of a covered elastic yarn which is one of original
yarns of the elastic composite twisted yarn according to the invention at the time of initiating relaxation and while shrinking.
FIG. 3 schematically illustrates a structural example of the elastic composite twisted yarn according to the invention at
the time of initiating relaxation. FIG. 4 schematically illustrates a structural example of the elastic composite twisted yarn
while shrinking.
[0035] An elastic composite twisted yarn 1 according to the invention has a covered elastic yarn 2 having self-stretch-
ability and at least first and second low stretch yarns 3 and 4, as illustrated in FIGS. 3 and 5.
[0036] For the covered elastic yarn 2, a highly elastic yarn is used as a core yarn 21, as illustrated in FIGS. 1 and 2,
and the core yarn 21 is covered with a sheath yarn 22 formed of a multi-filament yarn including a thermoplastic resin.
Further, in the following description, the covered elastic yarn 2 which is one of the constituent yarns of the elastic
composite twisted yarn 1 is exemplified as a yarn having a polyurethane yarn as the core yarn 21 and a multi-filament
yarn which is a low stretch yarn formed of a thermoplastic resin as the sheath yarn 22, but the covered elastic yarn 2 is
not limited to this example. It is also possible to use a highly crimped yarn formed of, for example, polyamide 6 or
polyamide 66 in the core yarn 21 in the case of a product which does not require stretchability very much. However, in
that case, the same material as the core yarn 21 needs to be used in the sheath yarn 22, and the self-stretchability of
the core yarn 21 needs to significantly exceed that of the constituent filament of the sheath yarn 22.
[0037] In the sheath yarn 22, a multi-filament formed of polypropylene, polyester, and polyamide is usually used, but
a multi-filament formed of another thermoplastic synthetic resin may also be used depending on the purpose of use.
These multi-filaments have preferably been subjected to a typical bulkiness processing or crimp processing. One strand
of the covered elastic yarn 2 formed of the core yarn 21 and the sheath yarn 22 may be used, but in order to increase
the contact area with the first and second low stretch yarns 3 and 4, it is preferred that two or more strands are used
while the total fineness is controlled to be equal to that of one strand of the covered elastic yarn 2. In the embodiment,
the total fineness of two strands of the covered elastic yarn 2 is 83.3 X 2 dtex (75 x 2 d (denier)), the fineness of a
polyurethane yarn which is the core yarn 21 to be inserted into each covered elastic yarn 2 is from 22.2 to 33.3 dtex (20
to 30 d), and the single yarn fineness of the sheath yarn 22 is from 1.11 to 2.22 dtex (1 to 2 d).
[0038] In the first and second low stretch yarns 3 and 4, an untwisted multi-filament yarn having the same material as
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the sheath yarn 22 is usually used. However, a spun yarn, which may be obtained by, for example, a false twisting
processing, may be used depending on the purpose of use. It is preferred that the above-described multi-filament yarn
has also been subjected to a typical crimp processing or bulkiness processing. The total finenesses of the first and
second low stretch yarns 3 and 4 are from 666 to 2777 dtex (600to 2,500 d), respectively. The single yarn fineness of
each filament constituting the first and second low stretch yarns 3 and 4 is from 3.33 to 22.2 dtex (3 to 20 d), and the
value is usually significantly larger compared to a single yarn fineness of the sheath yarn 22, which is from 1.11 to 2.22
dtex (1 to 2 d). In addition, even when the first and second low stretch yarns 3 and 4 are subjected to the crimp processing
or bulkiness processing, the ratio of expansion and contraction is set at a level significantly lower than that of an elastic
yarn which is the core yarn 21.
[0039] Next, an overview of the method for preparing the elastic composite twisted yarn 1 according to the invention
having the structure described above will be provided.
[0040] From two pieces of cheese 6 and 6 (see Fig. 5) for a covered elastic yarn formed of an elastic yarn having self-
stretchability, which is placed on a creel, and one or more pieces of cheese 7 for a first low stretch yarn formed of a
thermoplastic multi-filament having low stretchability, each covered elastic yarn 2 is longitudinally taken out under drawing
at a predetermined draw ratio and drawn downward. The covered elastic yarn 2 aligned with the first low stretch yarn 3
is wound around an intermittently rotatable rotation member (yarn reserve disc) 10 of a yarn twister at 180° or more and
less than 360°, then passes through a freely-rotatable yarn guiding member (not illustrated), which is disposed adjacent
to the rotation member, and is drawn upwardly. In this case, from a cheese 8 for a second low stretch yarn, which is
accommodated in a pot 11 being fixedly mounted adjacent to the upper portion of the rotation member 10, a second low
stretch yarn 4 is simultaneously grasped outside, and the second low stretch yarn 4 is drawn upwardly through a tension
controller which is positioned above the center of the pot.
[0041] The covered elastic yarns 2 and 2, which are combined and drawn upwardly through the rotatable yarn guiding
member (not illustrated), and a first low stretch yarn 3 are pulled upwardly outside the pot 11 between a cording point
9 and the rotatable yarn guiding member (not illustrated) while forming a balloon. Here, the combined yarn of the covered
elastic yarns 2 and 2 and the first low stretch yarn 3, and the second low stretch yarn 4 drawn upwardly from the shaft
center of the pot are twisted and combined at the cording point 9 which is above the shaft center of the pot. The twisted
yarns are then wound by a winding unit 13 to be prepared as a composite twisted yarn.
[0042] The tension of the combined yarn formed of the covered elastic yarn 2 wound around the rotation member 10
and the first low stretch yarn 3 is intermittently adjusted by intermittently rotating the rotation member 10 to change the
drawn length of the combined yarn wound around the rotation member 10. At this point, the tension of the second low
stretch yarn 4 drawn from the pot 11 is controlled at all times by passing the yarn through a tension adjusting apparatus
between the cording point 9 and the pot 11. The composite twisted yarn formed of the covered elastic yarns 2 and 2
and the first and second low stretch yarns 3 and 4 is wound around a cheese 14, and then released and thermal setting
in a relaxed state at a high temperature to completely prepare the elastic composite twisted yarn according to the invention.
[0043] It should be noted that a single fiber constituting the sheath yarn 22 is more easily twisted with mainly the
constituent single fiber of the first low stretch yarn 3 by adjusting the thickness (fineness) of the single fiber of the multi-
filament constituting the sheath yarn 22 which covers the surface of the elastic yarn constituting the core yarn 21 to be
equal to or less than the thickness of the first and second low stretch yarns 3 and 4. Meanwhile, the contact area of both
of the yarns is increased to increase friction, and a plurality of micro loops having various shapes and sizes, which is
generated when the covered elastic yarn 2 shrinks, appropriately twists the filament single yarn formed of a constituent
fiber of the first low stretch yarn 3 in the vicinity to cause the crimp of the first low stretch yarn to the maximum extent
during the shrinkage of the elastic composite twisted yarn. In this case, some of the loops could be entangled with some
of the second low stretch yarn 4.
[0044] In addition, in the invention, it is most important to insert the covered elastic yarn 2 into the first low stretch yarn
3. The second low stretch yarn 4 or other low stretch yarns are not inserted because a difference in shrinkage among
the covered elastic yarn 2, the first low stretch yarn 3 and the second low stretch yarn 4 is caused when the crimp is
exhibited during the thermal setting and thus the first low stretch yarn 3 tends to entirely constitute a core and on the
other hand, the second low stretch yarn 4 tends to entirely constitute a sheath, and as a result, the entire twisting structure
of the elastic composite twisted yarn becomes similar to a three-dimensional coil and a final product is allowed to have
unique design properties of the invention and elasticity recovery performance which has not been observed until now.

Examples

[0045] Hereinafter, the invention will be described in more detail with reference to the accompanying drawings based
on representative embodiments.
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(Example 1)

[0046] FIG. 5 illustrates an example of a preparation apparatus of the elastic composite twisted yarn according to the
invention and the preparation sequence thereof.
[0047] As the preparation apparatus, a cable twister (CarpetCabler 8.02, manufactured by Oerlikon Textile, Ltd.) 5
was used to prepare an elastic composite twisted yarn for a carpet.
[0048] The covered elastic yarn 2 was produced by using a polyurethane fiber with 33.3 dtex (30 d) as a core yarn 21
and winding a multi-filament with 83.3 dtex/36f (75d/36f), which was formed of a polyester fiber and subjected to crimp
processing, over the core yarn 21 to be used as a sheath yarn 22, and two strands of the covered elastic yarn 2 were
adopted. The covered elastic yarn 2 is a commercially available covered elastic yarn usually used in a product requiring
stretchability and elasticity, such as socks, tights, pantyhose, and the like.
[0049] In the first and second low stretch yarns 3 and 4, each of the untwisted multi-filament yarns with a total fineness
of 1333 dtex (1,200 d), which were formed of a polyester fiber and subjected to crimp processing, was used.
[0050] From two pieces of the cheese 6 and 6 for the covered elastic yarn and two pieces of the cheese 7 and 7 for
the first low stretch yarn also including a cheese for exchange, which are disposed at the upper creel of the cable twister
5, two strands of the covered elastic yarns 2 and 2 and the first low stretch yarn 3 are introduced in a combined yarn
state into a yarn guiding tube 12 downwardly disposed. In this case, two strands of the covered elastic yarns 2 and 2
are drawn at a predetermined ratio and simultaneously, one strand of the first low stretch yarn 3 is controlled to a
predetermined tension by a tension controller which is disposed at a machine body and is not illustrated. The yarn guiding
tube 12 is placed in a yarn reserve disc 10 from the central portion of the bottom surface of the yarn reserve disc 10
serving as the rotation member which is mounted on the bottom end of the apparatus, and is derived from a yarn derive
opening 10a of a yarn guide groove formed on the periphery of the disc 10 into a groove bottom. Then, the yarn guiding
tube 12 is wound at from 3/4 revolution and less than 1 revolution along the yarn guide groove to pass through the
rotatable yarn guiding member which is being rotated (not illustrated), is rotated along the circumference of the disc 10,
and reaches the upper cording point 9 while forming a balloon.
[0051] Meanwhile, a cheese 8 for a second low stretch yarn of the second low stretch yarn 4 is accommodated in the
pot 11, and the second low stretch yarn 4 is drawn into the cording point 9 from the outer circumference thereof through
a yarn guide 15 disposed on an axis line at the upper portion of the pot. In this case, the combined yarn including the
covered elastic yarns 2 and 2 using the polyurethane yarn as the core yarn 21 and the first low stretch yarn 3 are twisted
as a balloon between the rotatable yarn guiding member (not illustrated) and the cording point 9 is formed. The combined
yarn is then twisted and combined with the second low stretch yarn 4 to form a cheese 14 while being wound by the
upper winding unit 13. During the formation of the cheese 14, the disc 10 finely controls the tension of the combined
yarn of the covered elastic yarn 2 and the first low stretch yarn 3 while changing the amount of drawing of the combined
yarn caused by the intermittent rotation. Further, the second low stretch yarn 4 is adjusted, along with the combined
yarn which is combined and twisted, by a tension adjusting apparatus 16 disposed between the cording point 9 and the
winding unit 13.
[0052] As described above, the two strands of the covered elastic yarns 2 and 2 and the first and second low stretch
yarns 3 and 4 are twisted, and are then subjected to a thermal setting process by a thermal setting machine not illustrated
in the drawings. During the thermal setting, the twisted yarn of the covered elastic yarns 2 and 2, the first low stretch
yarn 3, and the second low stretch yarn 4 is released from the cheese 14 in the machine body of the thermal setting
machine, is mounted on a stainless steel belt which is not shown and moves at a speed of 9 m/min, and is continuously
moved while expanding the width in a coil shape to maintain the relaxed state. During the movement, a pre-streamer
and a main steamer, which are not illustrated in the drawing, are allowed to sequentially pass through. During that time,
the twisted and combined first and second low stretch yarns 3 and 4 are applied with a large contractile force of the
covered elastic yarn 2 using a polyurethane fiber as the core yarn 21, the crimp of each filament, which is a constituent
fiber of the first and second low stretch yarns 3 and 4 including the sheath yarn 22, is exhibited to the maxim extent,
and the shrinkage of the filament yarn having the largest shrinkage is more apparently exhibited when there is a difference
in shrinkage between the filaments of each yarn. As a result, the elastic composite twisted yarn 1 thus obtained has a
structure close to a three-dimensional coil, unique design characteristics which are not observed in other carpet yarns
may be obtained in addition to the unique bulkiness of the invention, and the structure is memorized in the thermal setting
process also including the subsequent drying process. A pile carpet was prepared by using the twisted yarn as a pile yarn.
[0053] Test on the compressibility (%), compressive elasticity modulus (%), thickness reduction ratio by the compres-
sion, as well as thickness (mm), reduction value (mm), and reduction ratio (%) of the thickness reduction by the dynamic
load accompanying friction of the carpet obtained was performed. The results are shown in Table 1. A weight-per-unit
condition for the tests was set at 660 g/m2.
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(Example 2)

[0054] A carpet was prepared by performing a twisting processing under the same conditions as in Example 1, except
that, as the covered elastic yarn, a core yarn 21 made of a polyurethane fiber with 33.3 dtex (30 d) and a sheath yarn
22 made of a polypropylene multi-filament yarn with 83.3 dtex/36f (75d/36f), which was subjected to a crimp processing
were used, and each of the untwisted multi-filament yarns formed of polypropylene and with a total fineness of 1333
dtex (1,200 d), which had been subjected to crimp processing, was used in the first and second low stretch yarns 3 and
4. The weight-per-unit condition was set at 660 g/m2, in the same manner as in Example 1.
[0055] The obtained carpet was also subjected to the same tests as in Example 1. The results are shown in Table 1.

(Example 3)

[0056] As the covered elastic yarn, a core yarn 21 made of a polyurethane fiber with 33.3 dtex (30 d) and a sheath
yarn 22 wound around the core yarn 21 and made of a multi-filament formed of a polyamide 66 with 83.3 dtex/36f
(75d/36f), which had been subjected to a crimp processing, into the core yarn 21. A carpet was prepared by performing
a twisting processing under the same conditions as in Example 1, except that each of the untwisted multi-filament yarns
formed of polyamide 66 and with a total fineness of 1333 dtex (1,200 d), which had been subjected to crimp processing,
was also used in the first and second low stretch yarns 3 and 4. The weight-per-unit condition was set at 660 g/m2, in
the same manner as in Examples 1 and 2.
[0057] The obtained carpet was subjected to the same tests as in Example 1. The results are shown in Table 1.

(Comparative Examples 1 to 3)

[0058] Carpets were prepared under the same conditions as in Examples 1 to 3, except that the covered elastic yarn
was excluded. The weight-per-unit condition for the carpets obtained was set at 660 g/m2, in the same manner as in
Examples 1 to 3.
[0059] In addition, these carpets were subjected to the same tests as in Examples 1 to 3. The results are shown in
Table 1.
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[0060] All of the test materials were 5/23G tuft.
[0061] Further, the test method relating to the compressibility, the compressive elasticity modulus, and the thickness
reduction ratio by the compression was performed in accordance with JIS L 1021-6. The test method relating to the
thickness reduction by the dynamic load accompanying friction was performed in accordance with JIS L 1021-7.
[0062] As apparent from the Table 1, it can be seen that a change in material of a yarn induces the same tendency
in any of the compressibility, the compressive elasticity modulus, the thickness reduction ratio by the compression, and
the thickness reduction by the dynamic load accompanying friction, and characteristics of a carpet prepared from the
elastic composite twisted yarn of the invention have been significantly improved compared to the composite twisted yarn
which does not include a covered elastic yarn.
[0063] As described above, high bulkiness, which may not be expected from the pile yarn in the related art, can be
obtained by using the elastic composite twisted yarn according to the invention to prepare a floor covering or an interior
automotive trim, such as tuft, and carpets with a more stable form and higher density may be obtained if placed under
the same weight-per-unit condition. Since carpets with a typical texture can be obtained even though they have a lower
weight-per unit than that of a typical carpet, reducing the weight per unit, which is also leading to the resource savings
and the ecology required under the modern economy, may be achieved. A floor covering produced by using the elastic
composite twisted yarn is a high-quality floor covering with a soft feel, which is strong against the downward pressure
and in which depression is not conspicuous, due to a highly elastic recovery force which is a characteristic of a product
of the invention. In addition, excellent design properties, which may not be obtained in the related art, can be obtained
with bulkiness and beautiful and unique product expression which are led by the shape of the yarn having a three-
dimensional coil shape, which is peculiar to the invention.

DESCRIPTION OF REFERENCE NUMERALS

[0064]

1 Elastic composite twisted yarn
2 Covered elastic yarn
21 Core yarn
22 Sheath yarn
3 First low stretch yarn
4 Second low stretch yarn
5 Cable twister
6 Cheese for covered elastic yarn
7 Cheese for first low stretch yarn
8 Cheese for second low stretch yarn
9 Cording point (joint point)
10 Rotation member (yarn reserve disc)
10a Yarn derive opening
11 Pot
12 Yarn guiding tube
13 Winding unit
14 (Winding) Cheese
15 Yarn guide
16 Tension adjusting apparatus

Claims

1. An elastic composite twisted yarn (1) including at least a covered elastic yarn (2) in which a core yarn (21) formed
of an elastic yarn having a self-stretchability is covered by a sheath yarn (22) formed of a thermoplastic multi-filament,
and two or more low stretch yarns including first and second low stretch yarns (3, 4) having lower stretchability than
the covered elastic yarn (2) and formed of an endless thermoplastic multi-filament yarn or a thermoplastic spun
yarn, wherein:
the elastic composite twisted yarn is formed by inserting the covered elastic yarn (2) into the first low stretch yarn
(3) in a state that the covered elastic yarn (2) drawn to a predetermined length is aligned to the first low stretch yarn
(3) in an untwisted combined yarn state; and
twisting the second low stretch yarn (4) and the first low stretch yarn (3) with the inserted covered elastic yarn (2),
and wherein
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in the elastic composite twisted yarn (1), a plurality of micro-loops having different diameters and formed of a
constituent filament of the sheath yarn (22), which appears during relaxation of the covered elastic yarn (2) by a
contractile force, protruding from the core yarn (21) in the diameter direction is incorporated into constituent single
filaments of the first and second low stretch yarns (3, 4) and thermally set.

2. The elastic composite twisted yarn according to claim 1, being characterized in that the core yarn (21) of the
covered elastic yarn (2) is a polyurethane yarn, a natural or synthetic rubber yarn, or a crimp-processed yarn.

3. The elastic composite twisted yarn according to claim 1 or 2, being characterized in that the sheath yarn (22) of
the covered elastic yarn (2) and the first and second low stretch yarns (3, 4) are a multi-filament formed of the same
or different material(s).

4. The elastic composite twisted yarn according to claim 3, being characterized in that two or more of said covered
elastic yarns (2) are inserted into the first low stretch yarn (3).

5. The elastic composite twisted yarn according to claim 3, being characterized in that the thermoplastic multi-filament
is formed of any of polypropylene, polyester or polyamide, or a combination of them.

6. The elastic composite twisted yarn according to any one of claims 3 to 5, being characterized in that a fineness
of one filament constituting the sheath yarn (22) is equivalent to or less than that of a single filament constituting
the low stretch yarns.

7. The elastic composite twisted yarn according to claim 1, being characterized in that the number of twists of the
elastic composite twisted yarn (1) after the thermal setting is from 48 to 430 times/m.

8. A method for preparing the elastic composite twisted yarn (1) according to any of claims 1 to 7, the method including:

providing a cable twister (5); aligning at least a strand of covered elastic yarn (2) under tension, which is obtained
by covering a core yarn (21) formed of an elastic yarn having self-stretchability with a sheath yarn (22) formed
of a thermoplastic multi-filament, with a first low stretch yarn (3) formed of an endless thermoplastic multi-
filament yarn or a thermoplastic spun yarn, introducing the aligned yarns into a rotation member (10) of the
cable twister corresponding to a lower flyer rotating in one direction, passing the aligned yarns through a rotatable
yarn guiding member of the cable twister and then drawing the strands toward a cording point (9) disposed on
the upper side in the cable twister;
accommodating a second low stretch yarn (4) formed of an endless thermoplastic multi-filament yarn or a
thermoplastic spun yarn in a fixed pot (11) of the cable twister disposed adjacent to an upper portion of the
rotation member (10);
taking said corresponding second low stretch yarn (4) out to be drawn toward the cording point (9) disposed
on the upper side from the center of the pot (11);
forming a balloon between the rotatable yarn guiding member and the cording point (9) and twist-combining a
combined yarn including the covered elastic yarn (2) and the first low stretch yarn (3) drawn upwardly with the
second low stretch yarn (4) drawn upwardly from the shaft center of the pot (11) at the cording point (9);
winding the composite twisted yarn (1) which has passed through the cording point (9); and relaxing the wound
composite twisted yarn, followed by thermal setting.

9. The method for preparing the elastic composite twisted yarn according to claim 8, being characterized in that the
method includes:

adjusting, by intermittently rotating the rotation member (10), the tension of the covered elastic yarn (2) and the
first low stretch yarn (3), which are wound around the rotation member (10); and
adjusting the tension of the second low stretch yarn (4) drawn from the inside of the pot between the pot (11)
and the cording point (9).

10. A pile fiber product, being characterized in that the elastic composite twisted yarn according to any one of claims
1 to 7 is used as a pile yarn.

11. The pile fiber product according to claim 10, being characterized in that the pile fiber product is a floor covering
or an interior automotive trim.
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Patentansprüche

1. Elastischer Verbundzwirn (1), der mindestens ein umsponnenes elastisches Garn (2) enthält, in dem ein aus einem
elastischen Garn mit einer Selbst-Verstreckbarkeit gebildetes Kerngarn (21) von einem aus einem thermoplastischen
Multifilament gebildeten Umhüllungsgarn (22) umsponnen ist, und zwei oder mehrere dehnungsarme Garne, die
erste und zweite dehnungsarme Garne (3, 4) enthalten, die geringere Verstreckbarkeit als das umsponnene elas-
tische Garn (2) aufweisen und aus einem endlosen thermoplastischen Multifilamentgarn oder einem thermoplasti-
schen Fasergarngebildet sind, wobei:

der elastische Verbundzwirn durch Eintragen des umsponnenen elastischen Garns (2) in das erste dehnungs-
arme Garn (3) in einem Zustand gebildet wird, bei dem das zu einer vorbestimmten Länge gezogene umspon-
nene elastische Garn (2) mit dem ersten dehnungsarmen Garn (3) in einem unverzwirnten kombinierten Garn-
zustand ausgerichtet ist; und
Verzwirnen des zweiten dehnungsarmen Garns (4) und des ersten dehnungsarmen Garns (3) mit dem einge-
tragenen umsponnenen elastischen Garn (2), und wobei
in dem elastischen Verbundzwirn (1) eine Vielzahl von Mikroschlaufen mit unterschiedlichen Durchmessern
und gebildet aus einem Bestandteilsfilament des Umhüllungsgarns (22), welches während der Entspannung
des umsponnenen elastischen Garns (2) durch eine Schrumpfkraft unter Herausragen aus dem Kerngarn (21)
in die Durchmesserrichtung erscheint, in Bestandteilseinzelfilamente von den ersten und zweiten dehnungsar-
men Garnen (3, 4) eingearbeitet und thermisch gehärtet wird.

2. Elastischer Verbundzwirn nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Kerngarn (21) von dem umspon-
nenen elastischen Garn (2) ein Polyurethangarn, ein Natur- oder Synthese-Kautschukgarn oder ein durch Kräuse-
lung verarbeitetes Garn ist.

3. Elastischer Verbundzwirn nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Umhüllungsgarn (22) von
dem umsponnenen elastischen Garn (2) und die ersten und zweiten dehnungsarmen Garne (3, 4) ein aus den
gleichen oder verschiedenen Material(ien) gebildetes Multifilament sind.

4. Elastischer Verbundzwirn nach Anspruch 3, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass zwei oder mehrere der umsponnenen
elastischen Garne (2) in das erste dehnungsarme Garn (3) eingetragen werden.

5. Elastischer Verbundzwirn nach Anspruch 3, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das thermoplastische Multifilament
aus einem von Polypropylen, Polyester oder Polyamid oder einer Kombination von ihnen gebildet ist.

6. Elastischer Verbundzwirn nach einem der Ansprüche 3 bis 5, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass ein Feinheitsgrad
von einem Filament, das das Umhüllungsgarn (22) ausmacht, äquivalent zu oder weniger als jener von einem
Einzelfilament, das die dehnungsarmen Garne ausmacht, ist.

7. Elastischer Verbundzwirn nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Anzahl von Drehungen des elas-
tischen Verbundzwirns (1) nach dem Wärmehärten von 48 bis 430 Mal/m ist.

8. Verfahren zur Herstellung des elastischen Verbundzwirns (1) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 7, wobei das Verfahren
beinhaltet:

Bereitstellen einer Kabliermaschine (5), Ausrichten mindestens eines Strangs von um sponnenem elastischem
Garn (2), was durch Umspinnen eine saus einem elastischen Garn mit Selbst-Verstreckbarkeit gebildeten
Kerngarns (21) mit einem aus einem thermoplastischen Multifilament gebildeten Umhüllungsgarn (22), mit
einem ersten aus einem endlosen thermoplastischen Multifilamentgarn oder einem thermoplastischen Faser-
garn gebildeten dehnungsarmen Garn (3) unter Spannung erhalten wird, Einführen der ausgerichteten Garne
in ein Rotationsbauteil (10) der Kabliermaschine entsprechen deinem unteren Flyer, der in eine Richtung rotiert,
Leiten der ausgerichteten Garne durch eindrehfähiges Garnführungsbauteil der Kabliermaschine und dann
Ziehen der Stränge zu einem an der oberen Seite in der Kabliermaschine angeordneten Verkordelungspunkt (9);
Unterbringen eines aus einem endlosen thermoplastischen Multifilamentgarn oder einem thermoplastischen
Fasergarn gebildeten zweiten dehnungsarmen Garns (4) in einem feststehenden Topf (11) der Kabliermaschine,
angeordnet benachbart zu dem oberen Bereich des Rotationsbauteils (10);
Herausnehmen des entsprechenden zweiten dehnungsarmen Garns (4), um zu dem Verkordelungspunkt (9),
angeordnet an der oberen Seite von der Mitte des Topfs (11), gezogen zu werden;
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Formen eines Ballons zwischen dem drehfähigen Garnführungsbauteil und dem Verkordelungspunkt (9) und
Verzwirn-Kombinieren eines kombinierten Garns, das das umsponnene elastische Garn (2) und das erste
dehnungsarme aufwärts gezogene Garn (3) enthält, mit dem zweiten dehnungsarmen aufwärts von der Wel-
lenmitte des Topfs (11) an dem Verkordelungspunkt (9) gezogenen Garn (4);
Wickeln des Verbundzwirns (1), der durch den Verkordelungspunkt (9) gelangt ist; und Entspannen des gewi-
ckelten Verbundzwirns, gefolgt von Wärmehärten.

9. Verfahren zur Herstellung von elastischem Verbundzwirn nach Anspruch 8, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das
Verfahren beinhaltet:

Einstellen durch unterbrechendes Drehen des Rotationsbauteils (10), der Spannung des umsponnenen elas-
tischen Garns (2) und des ersten dehnungsarmen Garns (3), die um das Rotationsbauteil (10) gewickelt werden;
und
Einstellen der Spannung des zweiten dehnungsarmen Garns (4), gezogen von der Innenseite des Topfs zwi-
schen dem Topf (11) und dem Verkordelungspunkt (9).

10. Polfaserprodukt, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der elastische Verbundzwirn nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 7
als Polgarn verwendet wird.

11. Polfaserprodukt nach Anspruch 10, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Polfaserprodukt ein Bodenbelag oder
eine Kraftfahrzeuginnenauskleidung ist.

Revendications

1. Fil torsadé composite élastique (1) comprenant au moins un fil élastique revêtu (2) dans lequel un fil d’âme (21)
formé d’un fil élastique ayant une auto-étirabilité est revêtu par un fil de gaine (22) formé d’un multifilament thermo-
plastique, et deux ou plusieurs fils à faible étirement, comprenant des premier et second fils élastiques (3, 4) ayant
une étirabilité plus faible que le fil élastique revêtu (2) et formés d’un fil multifilament sans fin thermoplastique ou
d’un fil filé thermoplastique, dans lequel :

le fil torsadé composite élastique est formé en insérant le fil élastique revêtu (2) dans le premier fil à faible
étirement (3) dans un état dans lequel le fil élastique revêtu (2) tiré à une longueur prédéterminée est aligné
avec le premier fil à étirement faible (3) dans un état de fil combiné non torsadé ; et
torsader le second fil à faible étirement (4) et le premier fil à faible étirement (3) avec le fil élastique revêtu inséré
(2), et dans lequel
dans le fil torsadé composite élastique (1), une pluralité de micro-boucles ayant des diamètres différents et
formées d’un filament constitutif du fil de gaine (22), qui apparaissent pendant le relâchement du fil élastique
revêtu (2) par une force contractile, faisant saillie à partir du fil d’âme (21) dans la direction du diamètre sont
incorporées dans des filaments individuels constitutifs des premier et second fils à faible étirement (3, 4) et
thermiquement durcies.

2. Fil torsadé composite élastique selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que le fil d’âme (21) du fil élastique
revêtu (2) est un fil de polyuréthane, un fil de caoutchouc naturel ou synthétique ou un fil traité par frisage.

3. Fil torsadé composite élastique selon la revendication 1 ou 2, caractérisé en ce que le fil de gaine (22) du fil
élastique revêtu (2) et les premier et second fils à faible étirement (3, 4) sont constitués d’un fil multifilament formé
du même matériau ou de matériaux différents.

4. Fil torsadé composite élastique selon la revendication 3, caractérisé en ce que deux ou plusieurs desdits fils
élastiques revêtus (2) sont insérés dans le premier fil à faible étirement (3).

5. Fil torsadé composite élastique selon la revendication 3, caractérisé en ce que le multifilament thermoplastique
est formé de l’un quelconque parmi le polypropylène, le polyester ou le polyamide, ou d’une combinaison de ceux-ci.

6. Fil torsadé composite élastique selon l’une quelconque des revendications 3 à 5, caractérisé en ce qu’une finesse
d’un filament particulier constituant le fil de gaine (22) est équivalente ou inférieure à celle d’un filament individuel
constituant les fils à faible étirement.
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7. Fil torsadé composite élastique selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que le nombre de torsions du fil torsadé
composite élastique (1) après le durcissement thermique est de 48 à 430 fois/m.

8. Procédé de préparation du fil torsadé composite élastique (1) selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 7, le
procédé comprenant :

la fourniture d’un dispositif de torsion de câble (5) ;
l’alignement d’au moins un brin de fil élastique revêtu (2) sous tension, ce qui est obtenu en recouvrant un fil
d’âme (21) formé d’un fil élastique ayant une auto-étirabilité par un fil de gaine (22) formé d’un multifilament
thermoplastique, avec un premier fil à faible étirement (3) formé d’un fil multifilament sans fin thermoplastique
ou d’un fil filé thermoplastique, en introduisant les fils alignés dans un élément de rotation (10) du dispositif de
torsion de câble correspondant à une ailette inférieure tournant dans un sens particulier, en faisant passer les
fils alignés à travers un élément de guidage de fil rotatif du dispositif de torsion de câble, puis en étirant les
brins vers un point de cordage (9) disposé sur le côté supérieur dans le dispositif de torsion de câble ;
le logement d’un second fil à faible étirement (4) formé d’un fil multifilament sans fin thermoplastique ou d’un
fil filé thermoplastique dans un récipient fixe (11) du dispositif de torsion de câble disposé adjacent à une partie
supérieure de l’élément de rotation (10) ;
l’enlèvement dudit second fil à faible étirement correspondant (4) pour qu’il soit tiré vers le point de cordage (9)
disposé sur le côté supérieur depuis le centre du récipient (11) ;
la formation d’un ballonnet entre l’élément de guidage de fil rotatif et le point de cordage (9), et
la combinaison en torsade d’un fil combiné comprenant le fil élastique revêtu (2) et le premier fil élastique à
faible étirement (3) tiré vers le haut avec le second fil à faible étirement (4) tiré vers le haut depuis l’axe du
récipient (11) au niveau du point de cordage (9) ;
l’enroulement du fil torsadé composite (1) qui a traversé le point de cordage (9) ; et le relâchement du fil torsadé
composite enroulé, suivi par un durcissement thermique.

9. Procédé de préparation du fil torsadé composite élastique selon la revendication 8, caractérisé en ce que le procédé
comprend :

l’ajustement, par rotation intermittente de l’élément de rotation (10), de la tension du fil élastique revêtu (2) et
du premier fil à faible étirement (3), qui sont enroulés autour de l’élément de rotation (10) ; et
l’ajustement de la tension du second fil à faible étirement (4) tiré depuis l’intérieur du récipient entre le récipient
(11) et le point de cordage (9).

10. Produit formant fibre de velours, caractérisé en ce que le fil torsadé composite élastique selon l’une quelconque
des revendications 1 à 7 est utilisé comme fil de velours.

11. Produit formant fibre de velours selon la revendication 10, caractérisé en ce que le produit formant fibre de velours
est un revêtement de sol ou une garniture intérieure d’automobile.
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